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Abstract: Due to low activity in Internet of Things (IoT) applications, systems tend to leverage low
power modes in order to reduce their power consumption. Normally-off computing thus arose,
consisting in having turned off most part of a system’s power supply, while dynamically turning
on components as the application needs it. As wake up sources may be diverse, simple controllers
are integrated to handle smart wake up schemes. Therefore, to prevent overconsumption while
transitioning to running mode, fast wake up sequences are required. An asynchronous 16-bit Reduced
Instruction Set Computer (RISC) Wake-up Controller (WuC) is proposed demonstrating 50.5 ns@9.2
Million Instructions Per Second (MIPS)@0.6 V wake-up latency, drastically reducing the overall
wake-up energy of IoT systems. A clockless implementation of the controller saves the booting time
and the power consumption of a clock generator, while providing high robustness to environmental
variations such as supply voltage level. The WuC is also able to run simple tasks with a reduced
Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) and achieves as low as 11.2 pJ/inst @0.5 V in Fully Depleted Silicon
On Insulator (FDSOI) 28 nm.

Keywords: wake-up controller; IoT; QDI asynchronous logic; normally-off computing; big/little
architecture

1. Introduction

In order to reduce the power consumption of Internet of Things (IoT) applications and due to
low activity schedule for the nodes of such applications, low power modes have been integrated
in microcontrollers. Reducing the clock frequency or the supply voltage level is an efficient way
to obtain low power systems for the IoT [1]. Pushing this idea to the end by halting the clock and
powering off most parts of the system, normally-off computing means that a system is turned on
only when it has to realize a given task [2]. Wake up sources vary and may also be unpredictable,
requiring a smart controller to handle the wake-up process. Big/little architectures thus appeared
where high performance processors and peripherals are turned on upon request [3]. The little controller
performances are paramount and determine the overall power consumption since the system mainly
remains in low power modes. In this paper, we leverage asynchronous design techniques which
natively remove the clocking and timing constraints while providing high robustness to system
environment variations [4].

Low energy IoT applications require low leakage during idle mode and high energy efficiency
during computing phases. Idle mode is defined thereafter as a state where a processor is not active but
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ready to shift into high power execution mode. For a synchronous processor, in idle mode, the clock is
kept running at a low frequency to avoid booting the clock generator by switching it on. Previously
proposed IoT microcontroller subsystems still suffer from high power consumption in idle mode, due
to time-keepers and always-on sub-blocks. When in deep sleep or idle modes, these systems still suffer
from high wake-up latencies preventing them from significant power reduction opportunities during
applicative sleep phases [5]. We define wake-up latency as the time between an external event and the
first fetch of an instruction within the node core controller. This latency represents a time slot where
the system may consume close to active state power consumption, while not processing, since it is
waking up. For energy concerns, a short wake-up latency is paramount for tasks that are small enough
to be tackled by the little processor alone (e.g., activity logging, lightweight processing).

We propose, in this paper, an asynchronous 16-bit Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC)
Wake-up Controller (WuC) demonstrating fast wake-up latency and managing simple tasks using a
reduced Instruction Set Architecture (ISA). It is a processor core associated with a 4 kB Static Random
Access Memory (SRAM) memory. As no time keepers are needed in asynchronous implementations,
this WuC achieves 50.5 ns latency to wake up from idle mode, running at 9.2 Million Instructions
Per Second (MIPS).

As shown in Figure 1, a wireless sensor node controller can be partitioned into an Arm Cortex
M0+ on the one hand and the proposed Wake-up Controller on the other hand. The WuC manages
simple node tasks and wakes up the M0+ using a dedicated signal only when a complex computation
is required. The M0+ is thus in deep sleep mode and the system does not suffer from high wake-up
latencies, saving a lot of energy in burst mode of operation.
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Figure 1. Wireless sensor node microcontroller subsystem: Wake up Controller and M0+ partitions.

In our system, an Arm Cortex M0+ subsystem in Fully Depleted Silicon On Insulator (FDSOI)
28 nm is integrated on our test board along with the WuC subsystem circuit to demonstrate the
functionality of the whole big/little system. The M0+ subsystem integrates a Cortex M0+ and a 256 kB
SRAM connected through a Light Advanced High-performance Bus (AHB-Lite) matrix. In a typical
application, the M0+ subsystem is turned off most of the time and the WuC subsystem is in idle mode,
waiting for incoming events. The asynchronous processor has incoming external wake up signals
which may come from various sources such as wake-up radios [6] or sensors. It then executes the
appropriate routine, may execute a program on its own, or wake up the bigger processor to handle the
task. This paper focuses on the wake-up controller rather than the design of the components which
generate interruption signals. These components, such as wake up radio receivers, may increase the
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whole system power consumption, especially in idle state, but are not part of this work since their
presence in the system is highly application dependent.

In the second section, the proposed asynchronous processor architecture is first described and
measurement results are then presented. The third section discusses the results in the frame of the
state-of-the-art. Section 4 details the materials and methods which have been used.

2. Results

In this section, the architecture of the proposed asynchronous circuit is detailed. Measurement
results after fabrication are then presented.

2.1. Asynchronous Wake up Controller Architecture

While usual synchronous designs use a clock signal to trigger data processing within a circuit,
asynchronous design uses a handshake protocol to implement a clockless data-driven processing
scheme [7]. Among the variety of self-timed circuits implementation types, Quasi-Delay-Insensitive
(QDI) are those which operate correctly independently of the delays in gates and wires. The only
timing constraint which exists is the isochronic-fork assumption, which prevents from hazardous
behavior within the circuit [8]. The event-driven scheme provides robustness to operating parameters
such as temperature, supply voltage level, or process variations, while implementing automatic
sleep mode (i.e., clock-gated mode in synchronous circuits). These advantages make asynchronous
QDI circuits highly suitable for low power applications such as the Internet of Things [9]. While the
dual-rail encoding is used to implement the four-phase handshake protocol, mixing data and request,
bundled-data implementation may be used to allow lighter binary encoding. This compromise is
possible at the cost of additional timing constraints between the data signals, which have to be valid,
and the request signal, which handles the protocol along with the acknowledgement signal. Since the
least constraints set is targeted, dual rail implementation is used in most parts of the design, except for
large busses like the memory interface.

The proposed asynchronous WuC (Figure 2) implements a compact 16-bit Instruction Set
Architecture (ISA) based on load/store RISC instructions and a 32-bit data path. It has been chosen to
perform simple tasks as described in an Ultra Low Power Bench (ULPBench). A dedicated C compiler
has been developed and is used to program the Interrupt Service Routines (ISR) to be executed. A 16-bit
address is used to be compliant with a small 4 kB SRAM memory (program, data, IT vector) and
thus save power accordingly. This memory and all the masters and slaves are connected through an
asynchronous interconnect. A debug unit has been developed and is able to program, read/write,
all address space and registers. It also has the capability to manage stop, run, and step commands for
usual debug during code execution. Sixteen 32-bit general purpose registers including Stack Pointer,
Link Register and Program Counter (PC) are integrated. An Interrupt controller module (IT_Ctrl)
receives interrupt signals (ITs) from up to 8 internal or external peripherals and indicates to the WuC
core which IT to execute.

The core is asynchronous and thus naturally in idle mode until an IT event occurs at its input.
Once evaluated, the IT vector address is sent to the Program Counter (PC) Unit. The IT vector
content is thus loaded from the memory, through a specific asynchronous wrapper. Instructions
are sent to the decoder unit and distributed to the five execution units (Arithmetic and Logic Unit
(ALU), BRANCH, MOV, Load-Store unit (LD-ST) and FUNCTION) and to data path controllers. Data
processing is independently executed in each unit where it is needed and the PC unit is waiting for
their completion. As the execution units are arranged concurrently, and thanks to the data-driven
behavior of asynchronous circuits, no scheduler is needed to manage the pipeline sequence. The correct
propagation of data within the circuits is ensured by the request/acknowledge handshake protocol.
This protocol, along with the rest of the processing, is implemented using both standard cells and
asynchronous-specific cells such as the C-element.
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Figure 2. Asynchronous Wake up Controller micro-architecture.

The interrupt controller (Figure 3) is a key module to demonstrate very fast wake up. This module
is in charge of managing and sorting incoming events according to their IT number. To improve wake
up and interrupt routine execution latencies, no preemption is possible; the ISR are executed until
completion. Incoming interrupts are asynchronous single rail channels consisting of a request signal
and an acknowledgement signal. They satisfy the handshake protocol by maintaining their request
signal active until the interrupt has been acknowledged. Following the four phases protocol, they then
switch to inactive and will at least wait until the acknowledgement signal is deasserted to send a new
IT event. To manage simultaneous IT events, a MutEx (Mutual Exclusion module) is used and a specific
register ‘irq_in_r’ is updated accordingly. Furthermore, it is possible to enable/disable some IT inputs
through a slave register interface connected to the local interconnect. Finally, a ‘irq_in_en_pend_r’
register stores IT events information and their relative status. At this step, and to determine which
IT number/priority occurred, a comparator tree is implemented (COMPxy). An asynchronous event
is thus generated to the finite state machine unit and only sent to the WuC core if inactive—no
preemption possible.
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2.2. Measurement Results

To estimate the WuC performance results, a specific program has been developed executing 2018
instructions and generating 2912 memory accesses. Figure 4 shows a timing diagram corresponding to
different wake-up execution steps. For the asynchronous WuC, the idle mode is a functional mode
due to clockless design and natural clock gating. The WuC exhibits 8.8 µW@0.6 V idle mode power
consumption and takes 50.5 ns@9.2 MIPS to wake-up from idle mode. M0+ wake-up latency from idle
mode is 23 cycles, i.e., 2.3 µs@10 MHz and more than 100 µs to wake-up from sleep mode. To achieve
similar M0+ wake up latency, the system clock would need to run at a significantly higher frequency
at the cost of a higher power consumption.
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The WuC has been fabricated in FDSOI 28 nm technology (Figure 5). Power supplies have been
properly isolated in order to determine the power consumption and performances of the controller
while avoiding power consumption from miscellaneous components such as test-oriented modules or
asynchronous/synchronous memory wrapper. The asynchronous Wake-up Controller exhibits 3.5 to
50.6 MIPS in the 0.5–1 V supply voltage level (VDD) range and 0–1 V bias voltage level (VBB) range.
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Figure 5. Wake-up controller chip micrograph. The chip has been fabricated in Ultra-Thin Body Bias
(UTBB) FDSOI 28 nm from STMicroelectronics using Low Voltage Threshold (LVT) transistors-based
gates. The die core area is 0.278 mm2. The supply voltage range is from 0.4 V to 1 V while the
back-biasing voltage range is from −0.3 V to 1 V.

As shown in Figure 6, the minimum energy point is 11.2 pJ/inst@0.5 V. Static power consumed
by the logic core is 5.6 µW and total dynamic power 39 µW at 0.5 V VDD without back bias. In the
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end, the proposed asynchronous WuC exhibits more than 45x gain in wake-up latency compared to
M0+ running at the same frequency, which validates our approach.
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3. Discussion

Contrary to other approaches (Table 1) requiring voltage regulators and clock generators,
the proposed asynchronous WuC can start-up at very low voltage without requiring any stable
voltage supply. In our system, the WuC power grid is directly connected to the external world. While
for characterization, a laboratory power supply has been used to power the controller, the circuit may
be directly plugged to any power supply that satisfies the voltage limits of the technology process
cell libraries.

Table 1. Wake up Controller performances summary and state-of-the-art comparison.

WuC (This work) VLSI 2016 [8] VLSI 2017 [7] TI CC2650 [5]

Process FDSOI 28nm LVT 14nm Tri Gate CMOS 65nm CMOS -

Core Vdd Range 0.4–1V 0.308–1V 0.3–1.2V -

Logic Type Asynchronous Synchronous Synchronous Synchronous

CPU 16-bit RISC 32-bit Intel
Architecture

32-bit ARM Cortex
M0+

ARM Cortex M3
ARM Cortex M0

Sensor Ctrl 16 bits

Data path 32 bits 32 bits 32 bits Sensor Controller
16 bits

Memory 4 KB LVT SRAM

16KB Boot ROM
64KB SRAM
8KB DTCM

8KB I$

12KB LV RAM, RTC,
PMU, GPIO, Debug,
SPI, 128b AES, DMA,
2KB ROM, IVR, scan,

BIST

Sensor Controller
2KB SRAM

Frequency Range 3.5-50.6 MIPS 500KHz–297MHz 12kHz–60MHz Sensor Ctrl
24MHz max

Idle power 5.6 µW @ 0.5V - 120uW 4KB + CPU @
46nW

20KB SRAM + CPU
+ Sensor Ctrl + 2KB

SRAM + RTC @
1µA (retention)
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Table 1. Cont.

WuC (This work) VLSI 2016 [8] VLSI 2017 [7] TI CC2650 [5]

Emin 11.2pJ/inst@0.5V
4MIPS

17pJ/cycle
@ 0.37V, 3.5MHz

26pJ/cycle
@ 0.6V, 100MHz

6.3pJ @ 0.35V, 174kHz
12.44 pJ/cycle @ 0.6V,

10.5MHz
-

Wake Up Latency 50.5 ns @ 9.7MIPS
from Idle mode

~µs from short sleep
~ ms from long sleep

~s from deepsleep
µs-ms

151 µs from
Standby Mode
1015 µs from

Shutdown Mode

Power Modes Run, Idle
No Sleep, Short Sleep,

Long Sleep, Deep
Sleep

Run, SRPG/DFVS,
Retention, Sleep

Active, Idle, Stanby,
Shutdown

Debug Unit Yes Yes Yes Yes

In any case [5,10,11], the WuC wake-up latency to recover from idle mode is drastically reduced
with regard to the state-of-the-art by one to two decades for similar energy performances. In our
applicative scenario, M0+ goes into sleep to save energy and is woken up only when complex
computing tasks are required. We could then extend our system to use a more powerful core like Arm
Cortex-M3 or Arm Cortex-M4.

4. Materials and Methods

Materials which were used for this work consist in FDSOI 28 nm technology process Platform
Design Kit (PDK) from STMicroelectronics. To implement the WuC, we used the following cell libraries:

• 12 tracks Standard Cells implemented with Low Threshold Voltage transistors.
• Standard digital I/O cells supplied with 1.8 V external power supply.
• Bitcells from the Bitcell Reference Library

Moreover, asynchronous-dedicated cells belonged to a specific library, which were also provided
following a specific request. It included C-elements, Half-Buffers, Mutex elements for the asynchronous
core but also Synchronizers and Sequencers to implement asynchronous/synchronous interfaces.
In the asynchronous cell library, which was provided in ST 28 nm FDSOI technology, the cells used a
semi-static implementation, which reduces the area.

Regarding the methods, the following methods and tools have been used in the following order:

1. RTL description of the whole circuit. For the asynchronous part, similar description exists and
describes asynchronous token transfers through communication channels [12].

2. Logical synthesis has been performed, using ACC for the asynchronous part [12] and using
Design Compiler from Synopsys for the rest of the chip. The asynchronous logical synthesis,
which was performed by ACC, consists of the following:

a. Deriving the rules for data events (also known as tokens) generation from the provided
asynchronous-specific HDL description;

b. Implementing the netlist of gates which satisfy these rules;
c. Locating the isochronic forks and performing a timing analysis to generate a set of minimum

and maximum delay constraints between gates inputs and outputs which satisfies the
isochronic fork assumption [8].

3. Physical Implementation was realized with SoC Encounter from Cadence. (a specific add-on
has been provided by STMicroelectronics for implementation optimization for FDSOI 28 nm).
Regarding the implementation of the asynchronous parts, the timing constraints issued from
synthesis were used to optimize, place and route the gates netlist in order to ensure the correct
operation of the asynchronous design.
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4. Physical verification and signoff have been done with Calibre from Mentor Graphics.
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